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Abstract—In this paper we present a bimodal biometric system for cryptographic key generation that works with speech and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals using wavelet transforms. This work is based on the uniqueness and quasi-stationary behavior of ECG and speech signals with respect to an individual. The architecture of the proposed system considers three security factors, namely, user password, biometric samples, and a token. The stages that comprise the architecture are one time enrollment and key derivation. The system architecture is able to verify the identity of individuals off-line avoiding the use of a centralized database for storing the biometric information. The system also implements an error-correction layer using the Hadamard code. The performance of the system is assessed using ECG signals from the MIT-BIH database and speech signals from a speech database created for testing purposes. Simulation results report a false acceptance rate (FAR) of 1.27% and a false rejection rate (FRR) of 10.62% for the system. The random cryptographic key released by the system may be used in several encryption algorithms. Keywords-biometrics; wavelet transform; cryptography;



I. I NTRODUCTION



Combining biometrics and cryptography is becoming a matter of interest for some researches due to the fact that this combination can bring together the better of the two worlds. The former guarantees the identification of individuals based on measuring their personal unique features with a high degree of assurance, while the latter mainly assures a high degree of trust in the transactions of information over non-secure communications networks [5]. The concept of combining biometrics and cryptography is not new; however, the concept is poorly developed because several proposed systems require storing the biometric information in a centralized database. This fact has a serious impact in the social acceptance of those cryptosystems based on biometrics. The first practical system that integrates the iris biometrics into cryptographic applications is reported in [5]. One more research that uses on-line handwritten signatures to generate cryptographic keys is reported in [7]. A system that works using fingerprint authentication based on a token is presented in [1]. Also, a successful combination of face biometrics and
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cryptography for cryptographic key generation is reported in [2]. However, these reports have also shown a poor FAR and FRR. These metrics are crucial in determining if the biometric cryptosystem can be implemented in real scenarios. The key length is also important. A cryptographic key of 15 bits of length is generated in [25]. This key length is quite low for most security applications. Other works [26, 27] improve the key length using speech biometrics to 60 bits. However, this length continues being low for the current security applications. Some works [5, 24] have reported cryptographic keys of up to 128 bits which are good enough for assuring the security of the systems. The use of the ECG signals is widely spread. However, most of the research done in this area is focused on developing algorithms or techniques for heart disease detection. Several compression and denoising algorithms using wavelets as signal analysis technique have also been proposed using the ECG signals [3, 4, 6]. In [3], a method to create personal signatures and envelope functions for the compression algorithm reported is discussed. However, the use of the ECG signals as biometric has not been exploited yet. This paper shows that ECG signals can be used to verify or even identify individuals with a high degree of trust. On the other hand, the use of speech as biometric has been proposed in several papers [14, 15]. This fact has a serious impact regarding the high number of techniques and algorithms for extracting and generating signatures using the speech. These techniques and algorithms can vary widely in power and sophistication, and range from statistical techniques or neural networks to artificial intelligence. In [14], it is proposed the extraction of a spectrogram fingerprinting using wavelet hashing. The idea of audio fingerprinting combining computer vision and data stream processing has also been reported in [15]. The bimodal biometric system reported in this paper uses two biometric signals, namely, ECG and speech, to verify the identity of an individual. The system reported in this paper bases its operation on the concept of uniqueness and quasi-stationary characteristic of ECG signals (see e.g. [6, 19, 20]). The wavelet transforms are mainly used to denoise



and to extract the main trend of the biometric signals. The architecture of the proposed system considers three security factors, namely, user password, biometric samples, and token. The architecture of the proposed bimodal biometric system is used to verify individuals off-line avoiding the use of a centralized database that impact positively in the social acceptance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the relevant characteristics of the ECG signals, speech signals, the error metrics and the Hadamard Code as well as the wavelet transform. In Section III, we present the design of the proposed bimodal biometric system. In Section IV, simulation results of our proposed system are reported using ECG signal samples from the MIT-BIH database and speech signals samples from the speech database created in this work for testing purposes [8]. Finally, conclusions and future work are reported in Section V. II. ECG
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The ECG is a technique of recording bioelectric currents generated by the heart. ECG records are obtained by sampling the sensed bioelectric current through the electrodes. Usually, the recorded ECG signal is contaminated by noise and artifacts produced by the input devices that can be within the frequency band of interest and manifest with similar characteristics as the ECG signal itself. In order to extract useful information from the noisy ECG signals, it is needed to process the raw ECG signals. Several experiments have shown that the ECG signals are quasi-periodic and unique for the individuals [19, 20]. These characteristics are exploited in this work in order to use ECG signals as biometric. The use of speech signal as biometric is widely spread [14, 15]. The speech signals manifest differences in the acoustic properties due to anatomical variations that naturally occur among different individuals and the differences in the individual learned speaking habits [21]. This work proposes to use the text-dependent speaker verification (TD-SV) technique to verify the identity of the individuals. TD-SV requires the individual saying exactly the same predetermined single utterance used for training the system and for testing or using it. Also, it will be used the same predetermined single utterance for all individuals at the enrollment stage only for testing purposes in this work. However, Section IV explains how selecting a different predetermined single utterance for each individual increases the security against reconstruction key attacks. The proposed algorithms work over forced-choice-range ECG samples extracted from an ECG signal and forcedchoice-range speech samples extracted from single utterances of predetermined words. The forced-choice-range ECG sample considers the maximum points of two QRS complex neighbors. Figure 1 shows two QRS complex of an ECG signal. The forced-choice-range ECG sample is



Figure 1. signal



R − R signal, forced-choice-range ECG sample, of an ECG



delimited by the maximum values of each QRS complex that occurs in R for both. Then, a forced-choice-range ECG sample extracted from the ECG signal as explained previously will be referred to as R − R signal from now on. The quasi-periodicity of the ECG signals guarantees that a R − R signal, forced-choice-range ECG sample, randomly selected as explained here is a representative sample of any other R − R signal also randomly selected from the same ECG signal. However, the quasi-periodicity of ECG signals also leads to obtain R − R signals with 75-120 samples instead of R − R signals with constant samples. Then, it is necessary to establish a limit applicable to all R − R signals to generate R − R signals with constant samples for training and verifying purposes. Several experiments helped us to determine that 60 samples per R−R signal are enough to identify different individuals with a high degree of trusting. If the magnitude of each sample of the R − R signal is represented using a byte, a 60-byte string is then obtained. It will be shown in Section IV how the 60-byte string, 480-bit, limited R − R signal is used in the proposed bimodal biometric system. The use of a single utterance of a predetermined word as biometric speech signal reduces the complexity of processing multiple words and also avoids the consideration of algorithms for detecting endpoints, removing silent parts from the raw speech signal, among others. Figure 2 shows the speech signal of a predetermined word from an individual. The selection process of the forced-choice-range speech sample is quite simple. As can bee seen, the speech signal begins around the 1000 sample. Before the 1000 sample, there is no biometric valid information. In other words, the signal before the 1000 sample can be considered as noise. The amplitude of the noise depends on the environment where the bimodal biometric system works. In this work, the process of selecting the forced-choice-range speech sample



Figure 2. signal.



S signal, forced-choice-range speech sample, of an speech



requires to set a threshold. When the amplitude of the speech signal reaches the threshold, the acquisition process begins. The acquisition process takes the first 7680 samples beginning with the sample that launched the acquisition process. In our experiments, the selected value for the threshold was 0.035. However, there is no rule to establish the threshold value. The threshold value depends on the noise characteristics of the environment where the bimodal biometric system works. A correct tuning of the threshold value avoids that the acquisition process may be launched by only the environment noise when the threshold value is too small or may not be launched even when a user is trying to be verified before the bimodal biometric system when the threshold value is too big. The acquisition characteristics of the process are as follows: sampling rate of 11025 samples/second, bit resolution of 8 bits/sample, and one channel. Then, a forced-choice-range speech sample extracted from a single utterance as explained previously will be referred to as S signal from now on. Thus after performing the acquisition process, a vector of 7680 samples is obtained. If the magnitude of each sample of the S signal is represented using a byte, a 7680-byte string is then obtained. It will be shown in the following sections how the 7680-byte string S signal is reduced to a 240-byte string to work with the proposed system. It is worth noting that both, R − R and S, signals will be referred to as biometric signals from now onwards. A. Performance Error Metrics



The design of the bimodal biometric system for biometric random key generation is fully based on the error characteristics of an R − R signal which is 60-byte string and a S signal which is 7680-byte string. Two error metrics must be considered to design a robust system for biometric random key generation, namely, intra-error and inter-error. The intra-error is defined as the maximum permissible number of errors between two biometric signals, R − R or S signal,



that belong to the same individual. If the number of errors after comparing two randomly selected biometric signals is over this maximum, it can be concluded that the compared biometric signals do not belong to the same individual. The inter-error is defined as the minimum required number of errors between two biometric signals that let us to conclude that these biometric signals do not belong to the same individual. Ideally, these two metrics let us to classify whether an R−R signal belongs or not to a specific individual. However, after comparing randomly 6750 raw R − R signals, forcedchoice-range ECG samples, extracted from the MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database [8], the mean square error (MSE) intra-error is 28.5% while the MSE inter-error is 43%. At this point, it is important to notice that no process has been applied to the R−R signals prior to the comparison process. It can be also noticed that there is a stripe between 28.5% and 43% where the R − R signals falling within this stripe cannot be classified. The R−R signals that fall within this stripe will affect directly the FAR and FRR metrics because the proposed system will be unable to classify the R − R signal presented. Notice that if the stripe is thin, the FAR and FRR metrics of the bimodal biometric system improve because the degree of uncertainty at the classification decreases. One way to make the stripe thinner is to filter the background-random noise of the R − R signal before performing the comparison. The same experiment is performed for the S signals comparing randomly the 400 raw S signals, forced-choice-range speech sample, from our speech database. This database contains 20 raw S signals from 20 different individuals. The MSE intra-error is 40.3% while the MSE inter-error is 68%. Comparing the MSE intra and inter error of both, R − R and S, signals shows that if the system had to work under this conditions the overall performance of the bimodal biometric system will be very poor. Then, it is needed a signal analysis tool that lets to reduce the intra an inter errors of the biometric signals to improve the overall performance of the system. The results obtained also showed that the speech signals were considerably more affected by the noisy environment existent at the time of the acquisition process than the ECG signals. Notice that an environment free of noise guarantees that the intra and inter errors will be reduced considerably. However, to consider a noisy environment or the worst case also guarantees a robust bimodal biometric system. B. Removing Background-Random Noise



The use of wavelets as signal analysis tool has increased in recent years due to its flexibility and analysis capacity. Wavelet analysis have been used in discontinuity and breakpoints detection algorithms, denoising, pattern recognition and compression algorithms for signals and images, object detection, and detection and prediction of anomalies



in communication networks [9], [16], [17]. However, this paper focuses on the idea of using wavelets as a tool for analyzing and then denoising the biometric signals before the comparison process between two randomly selected biometric signals takes place. The maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform (MODWT) is usually preferred over a discrete wavelet transform due to its translation-invariant property [18]. This property allows preserving the integrity of transient events. The MODWT can be also applied to any sample size. However, the selection of the discrete wavelet transform over the MODWT depends on the application developed. The proposed signal analysis applied over the biometrics signals is based on the fact that the trend coefficients hold most of the energy of the original signal while the wavelets coefficients do not [9]. Then, the translation-invariant property of the MODWT lets to apply several decomposition levels without loosing any sample in the process. Several experiments showed that most of the background-random noise of the biometric signals is contained in the wavelets coefficients. Then, the wavelets coefficients can be easily discarded. The noise reduction simply ignoring the wavelets coefficients improves two facts, namely, the analysis of the biometric signals through several decomposition levels lets to maintain the main trend of the biometric signals and to filter most of the background-random noise, and the stripe becomes thinner as the decomposition level increases. However, even when the ideal concept suggests reducing as much as possible the stripe of uncertainty, this ideal concept could lead to view two different biometric signals as they were the same and viceversa. The selection of the wavelet function to analyze the R−R signal is based on the reduced value of the MSE obtained from the several denoising experiments performed over our signal of interest. Several experiments [6, 19, 20], including ours, have shown that the symlet8 wavelet is the best choice to analyze the ECG signals. However, the number of decomposition levels depends directly on the application developed. Table 1 summarizes the values for the MSE intra and inter errors for each decomposition level. These results show that the MSE intra-error decreases slowly while the MSE inter-error decreases more rapidly. In this paper, the wavelet analysis is used to remove background-random noise simply ignoring the wavelet coefficients and retaining the trend coefficients. Also, the analysis lets to extract the main trend of the R − R signals. Each decomposition level certainly removes background-random noise. However, the trend extracted is each time less representative of the original R − R signal. Table 1 shows that 1-level decomposition is effective extracting the main trend however this decomposition level is not effective in removing the background-random noise. The 6-level decomposition is the most effective decomposition for removing background-random noise however



Table I S YMLET 8 WAVELET D ECOMPOSITION



Decomposition level 1 2 3 4 5 6



ECG intra-error 28.50% 26.20% 25.12% 23.80% 23.67% 23.50%



ECG inter-error 43.00% 39.38% 36.07% 31.30% 26.85% 23.80%



the trends between two different R − R signals are quite similar. This fact impacts directly in the FAR metric because different R − R signals could be considered equal after the error-correction technique is done by the proposed bimodal biometric system. Then, the 4-level symlet8 wavelet decomposition is good enough to remove some backgroundrandom noise but also the resulting trend at this level is sufficient to reject those R−R signals that are different. The selection of the wavelet decomposition level impacts directly in the FAR and FRR metrics and helps to determine the parameters for the Hadamard code because we can deduce the error-correction capabilities that the design must have. After performing the 4-level symlet8 wavelet decomposition, the MSE intra-error is reduced from 28.5% to 23.8% and the MSE inter-error is also reduced from 43% to 31.3%. These results show that the 4-level symlet8 wavelet decomposition is able to filter some of the background-random noise. The absolute value of the stripe is reduced from 14.5% to 7.5% then the degree of uncertainty also decreases. R−R and S signals cannot be processed equal even when both are be considered as biometric signals. The reason is that the ECG signals are affected less than the speech signals by noise. The acquisition process for a speech signals can be affected by several external factors. It must be considered the environment, the acquisition equipment, the position of equipment used, among others. To overcome these natural difficulties, the wavelet analysis will be used to filter out most of the noise and to extract the main trend as previously was done with the R − R signals. However, the analysis will be performed using the discrete wavelet transform instead of using the MODWT. This fact is because this time we are interested in losing samples instead of keeping them. The reason is that several experiments performed showed that an S signal composed by 7680 samples was the minimum needed biometric information to verify an individual with a high degree of trust. However, an S signal with 7680 samples is much information compared with the 60 samples of the R − R signal. To maintain the bimodal biometric system balanced, it is necessary give the same weight to the biometric signals. This can be done performing the discrete wavelet transform over the 7680 samples of the S signal. The symlet8 wavelet will be used to decompose the S signal. Other wavelets such as the Daubechies family



of order greater than 6 had similar performance at the decomposition; however, bringing the idea of using different types of wavelet to decompose the S signal will make even more complicated our bimodal biometric system. Although it is worth to state that a deeper study in the choice of different wavelets may lead to improve slightly the FAR and FRR metrics. When the S signal is decomposed a similar behavior to the R − R signal is observed, the intra-error diminishes slowly as the decomposition level increases and the intererror diminishes more rapidly as the levels of decomposition increases. In this case, the best compromise between inter and intra error also takes place at level 4. However, if the level 4 of the discrete wavelet transform is applied over the 7860 sample S signal, the resultant trends of the S signals will be composed by 480 samples. To maintain the biometric system balanced, the resultant vector should have 240 samples then the 5-level decomposition is chosen to accomplish this. Figure 3 shows the results of performing the 5-level discrete wavelet decomposition over the 7680 samples S signals and how the MSE intra and inter errors are affected by this decomposition. Figure 3(a) shows a 5-level decomposed S signal that was randomly selected from the speech database to be used as reference in the experiments. Figure 3(b) shows also a 5-level decomposed S signal of the same user that was randomly selected and used to compute the intraerror. Figure 3(c) shows a 5-level decomposed S signal of a different user that was randomly selected and used to compute the inter-error. As can be seen in Figure 3(d) the intra-error is shown when Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) are compared each other. Figure 3(e) shows the inter-error when Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(c) are compared each other. After running iteratively the comparison process, shown in the Figure 3, between S signals of the same individual and S signals from different individuals the MSE intra and inter errors improve considerably with those obtained without performing any signal analysis. The MSE intraerror improved from 40.3% to 24% while the MSE intererror improved from 68% to 48%. Then the absolute value of stripe in the case of the S signals decreased from 27.7% to 16.3% thus the degree of uncertainly also decreased. However, the MSE intra and inter errors in the R−R signals after the 4-level wavelet decomposition and the MSE intra and inter errors in the S signal after the 5-level wavelet decomposition are still high to be ignored. To deal with these remained background-random noise errors, we use the Hadamard code to correct them. Also, we detect some kind of burst errors not well defined nor distributed that can be corrected through the Hadamard code whether they are uniformly distributed. Then we proposed an algorithm which is able of distributing uniformly those errors along the biometric signals to be corrected by the Hadamard code. The proposed algorithm also adds an extra layer of security to the bimodal biometric system reported in this paper.



Figure 3. 5-level wavelet decomposition of the S signal for computing the MSE intra and inter errors.



C. Hadamard Code



The cryptographic algorithms are highly exact. The modification of a single bit at the input drives to a completely different result at the output. However, the biometric information is highly fuzzy. It depends on the devices used to acquire the sample, background-random noise, and other factors. The possibilities of getting the same biometrics sample in two different acquisition times are almost zero. Then, only an error-correction technique as the Hadamard code can break the gap between the exactitude required by the cryptographic applications and the inherent fuzziness of the biometric information. The Hadamard code is generated from the Hadamard matrix which is a square orthogonal matrix Hn of order n with elements 1 and −1 such that Hn Hnt = nIn . An nxn Hadamard matrix with n > 2 exist only if 4 divides n. Since Hn Hnt = nIn , any two different rows of the Hadamard matrix must be orthogonal, and the matrix obtained from the permutation of rows or columns is also a Hadamard matrix, but the symmetry may be lost. There are several methods to generate a Hadamard matrix. We chose the Sylvester method or the Anallagmatic Pavement [10]. This method recursively defines normalized matrices whose size is n = 2k . Some Hadamard-Sylvester matrices are shown in Figure 4. Cells



Figure 4.



Hadamard-Sylvester matrices for k = 1, 2, 3, 4.



colored black are 1s and cells colored white are −1s [12]. Then, a Hadamard matrix of any dimension can be obtained recursively by   Hk−1 Hk−1 (1) Hk = Hk−1 −Hk



To obtain the Hadamard code once the Hadamard matrix H has been obtained is necessary to cascade H and −H as follows [11, 13]:   H Hc = (2) −H



Each codeword can be derived by replacing from Hc each cell colored black by 1 and each cell colored white by 0. A Hadamard matrix of size n has 2n codewords. The code has a minimum distance 2k−1 and can correct up to 2k−2 − 1 errors [12, 13]. According to the MSE reported in the previous section, it was determined that the best suitable value for k was 7 for both, R − R and S, signals. In this way, the chosen code is able to correct 31 bit out of 128 bit or 24.22% which is good enough to correct the inter-errors but not the intra-errors. This analysis lets us to determine where the errors take place and the percentage of error per sample. R − R signals from the same individual usually differs 23.8% of the total bits. However, the R − R signals from different individuals differ 31.3% of the total bits. We chose a Hadamard code which is able to correct around 24.22% of the errors. Then the errors of R − R signals from the same individual will be corrected. However, the errorcorrection technique is unable to correct the errors when an R − R signal from a different individual is presented before the bimodal biometric system. The same happens with the S signals. S signals from the same individual usually differs 24% of the total bits. However, the S signals from different individuals differ 40.3% of the total bits. We chose a Hadamard code with k = 7 which is able to correct around 24.22% of the errors. Then the errors of S signals from the same individual will be corrected. However, the error-correction technique is unable to correct the errors when an S signal from a different individual is presented. The encoding process consist of encoding an input i into a codeword w chosen from the 2n rows of Hc . In fact, the value i works as the row index whose range is limited within (1, 2n). The output codeword is the row pointed by the index i which has a length of n. Then, the encoding



process is about encoding an input block of (k + 1) bit into an output block of 2k bits length [12, 13]. The decoding process consists of receiving a codeword probably with error of length 2k . Then, the first step is to change the received block to its ±1 form as follows: w = 2w − H1 . The next step computes the syndrome as follows: s = wHc . Here two things can happen. Firstly, if the received block is a codeword, then there are no errors in it and the syndrome will be either nek , where ek is the correspondent row of In . Secondly, in the presence of errors, the syndrome s will not be equal to ±nek . Then, the absolute value of the largest component may not decrease below ( n2 )+4 and the absolute value of other components may decrease up to ( n2 )+2. Thus the position of entry with the largest absolute value will tell us which row of Hn or −Hn (if it is negative) was originally transmitted [11, 12, 13]. If largest absolute value is below the ( n2 ) + 2 condition, there are too many errors for being corrected with the Hadamard code. III. P ROPOSED B IMODAL B IOMETRIC S YSTEM



In this section, we present the design of the proposed bimodal biometric system. The successfully recovering of the key depends on a correct combination of the user password, the biometric signals samples, and the token which stores the user password hash H(p), the biometric random key hash H(k), the encrypted random distribution vectors (RDVenc ), and error-correction information in the form of a locked pseudo mixed biometric sample (pM BSlock ). The design presented in this paper ensures that the compromise of two factors at most will not let to the attacker reveal the biometric random key. Figures 5 and 6 show a detailed representation of the three security factor architecture design. The architecture comprises two stages, namely, enrollment (E) and key derivation (KD). The first stage (see Figure 5), as the name suggests, is executed to generate and store in the token all the needed information for the key derivation stage. When the biometric random key needs to be revoked for some security concern, this stage needs to be executed once again to generate and store the new information in the token. The second stage (see Figure 6) is executed each time the user needs to be verified before the system. The enrollment stage consists of the followings steps: 1) A biometric random key k of 240-bit length is generated and used in two different internal processes. Firstly, the biometric random key k is hashed using Message Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5), the hash result H(k) is then directly stored in the token. Secondly, the biometric random key k is Hadamard-encoded to generate a bit vector known from now on as pseudo mixed biometric sample (pM BS) of 3840-bit length. 2) To lock the pM BS by XORing it with the concatenated bit vector comprised by the R − Rref 1920-bit length signal and the Sref 1920-bit length signal. The



Figure 5.



Enrollment (E) stage of the proposed architecture.



R−Rref signal is derived as follows: an R−R signal, forced-choice-range ECG sample, is selected from the ECG signal as described in Section II. The 4-level symlet8 wavelet decomposition is performed over the R−R signal. Each coefficient is converted to its binary form using 8-bit format, then a 480-bit length string is generated. This string contains several errors if it is compared with other 480-bit length string derived from an R−R signal randomly selected from the same ECG signal. These errors are not uniformly distributed along the 480-bit length string derived previously. Then a RDVR−R is generated with values going from 1 to 480 to distribute uniformly the errors. Once the errors are uniformly distributed, the Hadamard is able to correct the errors. The 480 bits of the R−R signal are permuted according to the RDVR−R computed before. The RDVR−R is generated three times more to get the 1920-bit R − Rref signal that comprises the first half of the concatenated bit vector. Then, the 480-bit R − Rref signal is permuted four times total, different permutations take place each time. This is due to the randomness of each time that the RDVR−R is generated. The Sref is derived as follows: after performing the 5-level decomposition of the S signal presented



by the user before the system, each trend coefficient is converted to its binary form using 8-bit per coefficient. Then if there are 240 coefficients, a 1920-bit length string is generated. This string also contains several errors detected when a comparison process between two different speech samples from the same user takes place. The errors are not uniformly distributed then a RDVS is also generated with values going from 1 to 1920 to distribute uniformly the errors. The 1920bits of the S signal are permuted according to the random distribution vector, RDVS , computed before. The RDVS is generated only once to get the second half, 1920-bith length Sref , of the concatenated bit vector. Once the 1920-bit R − Rref and 1920-bit Sref bit vectors are computed, the XOR result between the R − Rref and Sref concatenation with the pM BS is also stored in the token as pM BSlock . 3) The four times that the RDVR−R and one time that the RDVS are generated lets to integrate a global 3840-bit RDV concatenating both, RDVR−R and RDVS . This vector is encrypted using the advanced encryption standard (AES) encryption algorithm to be stored in the token as RDVenc . Storing the encrypted RDV is crucial because in the key derivation stage



Figure 6.



Derivation key (DK) stage of the proposed architecture.



the R − Rsample and the Ssample presented by the user needs to be permuted using exactly the same unencrypted RDV to ensure that the errors are in the same position that there were in the enrollment stage. This will ensure that the error percentage remains in the desired levels and the Hadamard code will be able to correct the errors. 4) AES encryption requires a 128-bit key to work. This key is obtained by hashing the password chosen by the user concatenated twice H(p + p). One advantage of using the hashing value of the concatenated password instead of the concatenated password itself is that the password of the user can be as complex as the user wants. There are no rules or a determined length for the password which makes even harder for an attacker to determine the password using dictionaries or word lists attacks. Also, the hash of the password, H(p), is stored in the token in the fourth step. The key derivation stage will reveal why this hash value is important and needs to be stored in the token. At this point, it is important to note that the biometric random key k, the RDVR−R , the RDVS , and the RDV not encrypted must be securely crashed and not retained in memory to avoid loosing valuable information by a trojan horse attack.



The E stage can thus be defined as follows: 



hk, p, R−Rref , Sref , RDV i



E → −



T



H(k) H(p)



RDVenc pM BSlock







(3)



Now, we proceed to a detailed description of the key derivation stage. It must be assumed that we have a token with the four parameters stored in it. 1) To verify if the user actually is who claims to be. This is done by requiring his password in first instance. Then the password provided for the user is hashed, H(psample ), and compared with the hash stored in the token, H(p). If both hashes do not match, the stage ends. Otherwise, the stage continues to step 2. 2) To perform AES decryption over the encrypted RDV stored in the token, RDVenc , using as a key the hash of the concatenated password provided by the already authenticated user, H(psample + psample ). 3) To use the R−Rsample presented by the user to obtain a 1920-bit length expanded version of the R−Rsample following the logic explained previously. It is also obtained the 1920-bit length Ssample following also the logic explained previously. 4) To take the decrypted RDV and break it into RDVR−R and RDVS . Then use the RDVR−R and the 1920-bit R − Rsample to generate a permuted R − Rsample . The RDVS and the 1920-bit Ssample to generate a permuted Ssample . The purpose of this step is distribute uniformly the errors found in the



biometric signals in the same positions that where distributed at the enrollment stage. 5) To unlock the pM N Slock by XORing the concatenated-permuted vector comprised by the R − Rsample and Ssample computed in the previous step with the pM BSlock stored in the token. The result is the biometric random key encoded with obviously some error in it. 6) To perform the error-correction technique over the biometric random key recovered in the previous step. The Hadamard code is able to correct 31-bit out of 128-bit or 24.21% of the errors. 7) To take the recovered biometric random key so far and applies the MD5 hash over it. If the hash of the recovered key, H(krecovered ) is equal to the hash of the key stored in the token, H(k), the recovered biometric random key (krecovered ) can be released to the user. Otherwise, the biometric random key was incorrectly derived and then rejected. The KD stage can be thus defined as follows: hR − Rsample , Ssample , T i



KD −−→



krecovered



IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS



(4)



In this section, we report the performance of the bimodal biometric system metrics discussed in the previous sections. Firstly, the FAR and FRR are computed independently for the ECG and speech signals. Secondly, the metrics, FAR and FRR, that show the overall performance of the proposed bimodal biometric system are computed using the AND rule [22]. The AND rule guarantees that both biometrics signals need to be authentic to verify the identity of the individual. This rule is used to combine two biometric signals, a FAR can only occur if both biometrics, in our case ECG and speech signals, produce a FAR. Thus the combined probability of a FAR, Pcomb (F AR), is the product of its two probabilities for the individual FAR: Pcomb (F AR) = P 1(F AR)P 2(F AR)



(5)



It is obviously expected a lower probability than for either FAR alone. But the probability of a FRR when using the AND rule, which can be expressed as the complement of the probability that neither ECG nor speech signals produces a FRR, is higher than it is for either FRR alone:



Pcomb (F RR) = P 1(F RR) + P 2(F RR) − P 1(F RR)P 2(F RR) (6)



To illustrate the performance of our three security factor system architecture we have used the MIT-BIH Normal Sinus Rhythm Database [8]. The complete test made include all the available records in this database (18 records in total). Each record offers around 60,000 R−R signals of that ECG signal. Our system architecture only uses 60 samples out of 75-120 samples that offer each R − R signal. Then, we



have around 780 R − R signals to be possible verified per ECG signal. In the enrollment stage, one R − R signal is randomly selected between the 780 possible R − R signals and used to generate all the needed information to be stored in the token. The rest of the R − R signals are used as the universe to determine the FAR and FRR metrics. In general, the experiments reported in this paper are detailed as follows: • One R−R signal out of the 780 possible R−R signals of an ECG signal is randomly selected to generate the biometric random key (see Fig. 5). • One R − R signal out of the rest of possible R − R signals of an ECG signal is randomly selected and used in the key derivation stage. This is done 1000 times to calculate the FAR and FRR. The FAR obtained in this work for the tested R − R signals is 4.6% because 46 out of 1000 R − R signals were accepted as authentic when they were not. Also, the FRR obtained is 6.9% because 69 out of 1000 R− signals were rejected even when they represented accurately the R − R signal used to lock the biometric random key. To illustrate the performance of the system architecture, a speech database was created for testing purpose. This database contains 20 raw speech signals from 20 different individuals. Then the universe comprises 400 raw speech signals to compute the FAR and FRR. The experiments were performed using the same steps used for the R − R signals. The FAR obtained in this work is 2.75% because 11 out of 400 S signals were accepted as authentic when they were not. Also, the FRR obtained is 4% because 16 out of 400 S signals samples were rejected even when they represented accurately the sample used to generate and store the information in the token. The global FAR and FRR are computed using Equations (5) and (6) as follows: the bimodal biometric system reports that the FAR is 1.27% while the FRR is 10.62%. A comparison between similar biometric cryptosystems and the one proposed here is shown in Table II. The proposed bimodal biometric system proposed in this paper reports a FAR still high compared with the one reported in [5, 7]. The FRR has good performance if it is compared with [1, 7] but it is still high compared with [5]. A. Security Analysis



The security of our proposed bimodal biometric system depends on three security factors, namely, user password, biometric signals samples and token. The bimodal biometric system reported in this paper may be embedded in applications where the identity of the user needs to be verified before he has access to privileged information. Notice that the main purpose of the proposed system architecture is to protect biometrically the 240-bit length key generated randomly; then, the purpose of any attacker should be focus
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on deriving the biometric random key k. Remember that the biometric random key, k, released in the case of a successful verification of the user may be used in several symmetric encryption algorithms as AES or triple data encryption standard (DES). The best form of analyzing the security of the proposed system architecture is assuming that the attacker has full access to the information contained in the token including the token, perfect knowledge about how the information stored in the token is generated, unlimited resources not beyond the laws of physics, and a few corresponding plaintext and ciphertext pairs where the biometric random key k is used. It is quite hard to think that an attacker have all the resources and information mentioned before; however, an analysis of the possible scenarios follows. 1) The attacker has access to a few corresponding plaintext and ciphertext pairs where the biometric random key, k, is used. In this scenario, the attacker could ignore the whole bimodal biometric system and focus on deriving the biometric random key only using the corresponding plaintext and ciphertext pairs. The complexity of deriving k depends on the symmetric encryption algorithm used by the application and the cryptanalysis technique used by the attacker. The most recent and first key recovery attack against AES-256 that works for all the keys has a complexity of 2119 . A similar cryptanalysis has been reported against AES192. Both attacks are boomerang attacks, which are based on the recent idea of finding local collisions in block ciphers and enhanced with the boomerang switching techniques to gain free rounds in the middle [23]. However, even when these cryptanalysis techniques claims to be able to break AES, the authors state that their attacks are still mainly of theoretical interest and do not present a threat to practical applications using AES [23]. We believe that it is easier for an attacker to compromise the user password using social engineering, to steal the token or even to get the biometrics signal samples than breaking an encryption algorithm using the most sophisticated cryptanalysis technique. 2) Given that the user password hash H(p) is stored in the token. The attacker may use the birthday attack to found a collision as follows: given a function H, it can be found two different inputs p1 ,p2 such that H(p1 ) = H(p2 ). Such a pair p1 , p2 is called a
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collision. However, finding a collision is useless to the attacker because H(p1 + p1 ) 6= H(p2 + p2 ). Then, it is required that the attacker knows exactly the user password p to be able to compute H(p + p). If the attacker is able to get p, he is able to decrypt the RDVenc . However, the attacker still needs to compromise the biometric signals of the individual to be verified. The information provided for the unencrypted RDV is useless due to the fact that this vector is generated randomly and does not save any information regarding the biometric signals. 3) In this scenario, the attacker plans to reconstruct the biometric random key from the pM BSlock exploiting the error-correction technique used. Also, notice that the attacker knows p in this scenario then he is able to derive RDV . The pM BSlock is the result of XORing the pM BS which is actually the biometric random key encoded using Hadamard code and the concatenated bit vector comprised by the R − Rref and S − ref signals. Figure 1 shows the common behavior of an ECG signal. Usually, ECG signals are similar to the ECG signal shown in Figure 1. The crucial samples that let to identify an individual are between the 40 and 100 samples (see Figure 1). Also, it can be notice that the ECG signal fluctuations takes place within an small amplitude stripe approximately between 0.25 and -0.25. Then an attacker could create a fake ECG signal to extract an R − R signal. This R − R signal can be used to try unlocking the biometric random key. Experiments performed over the genuine R − R signals extracted from the MIT-BIH database show that an 480-bit length R − R signal has a maximum of 240 degrees of freedom. Setting a rough bound on the difficulty facing an attacker requires to assume that the attacker has perfect knowledge about how an ECG signal could behave and the worst case. The uncertainty of an R − R signal is 240 bits. The errorcorrection technique allows up to 24.22% of the bits to be wrong, so the attacker actually need to find a 240-bit string within 58 bits Hamming distance of the key. Let z being the degrees of freedom, z = 240, and w the bits that can be wrong, w = 58. By the spherepacking bound [5]:
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(7)



Such search will require at least 253 computations. At this point the attacker only has reconstructed the first 1920 bits of the biometric random key protected by the R − R signal. The same analysis can be done over the speech signal assuming that the single predetermined utterance is the same for all individuals. Recall that the speech signals is less distinctive among individuals then the degrees of freedom are higher compared with the ECG signals. The uncertainty of an S signal is 257 bits. The error-correction technique allows up to 24.22% of the bits to be wrong, so the attacker actually need to find a 257-bit string within 62 bits Hamming distance of the key. Let z being the degrees of freedom, z = 257, and w the bits that can be wrong, w = 62. Using the Equation 7, we have that the search will require at least 287 computation. At this point the attacker has reconstructed the second 1920 bits of the biometric random key protected by the S signal. To reconstruct the biometric random key will require at least 253 (1+234 ) ' 287 computations. The figure of 287 computations does not seem very secure. However, several factors were assumed to calculate the computations. If the attacker has no knowledge about how a typical R − R signal behaves, he could try to modify certain bits that are outside the degrees of freedom. Also, it was assumed that all the individuals are using the same single predetermined utterance at the enrollment stage. If each individual selects a different single predetermined utterance at the enrollment stage, the degrees of freedom increase significantly. So, the computations also increase considerably. Remember that it is still necessary to test the validity of each reconstructed key using the corresponding plaintext and ciphertext pairs where the biometric random key, k, is used. This computational cost is not considered in this last scenario but it must not be ignored.



There are other possible scenarios not considered here; however, the scenarios presented above can be used to determine the computational cost needed to derive the biometric random key under other scenarios. Notice that the attacker could compromise the three factors in which the architecture bases its security. However, no system can resist an attack when all the factors where the system security is founded have been compromised. Assuming that the attacker is able to reveal the biometric random key using the information stored in the token, it can be easily revoked because it was independently generated and does not save any relation with the information stored in the token.



V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK



In this paper, we have presented a bimodal biometric system for biometric random key generation based on speech and ECG signals using wavelets as signal analysis technique. The proposed approach is based on the error characteristics of the R-R signals. In first instance, these errors are driven by 4-level wavelet decomposition. After the wavelet decomposition, the MSE intra (23.80%) and MSE inter (31.30%) error of the R-R signal are good enough to be driven by the approach working with the error-correction technique proposed. A 5-level wavelet decomposition also helps to reduce the MSE intra-error from 28.5% to 23.8% and the MSE inter-error from 43% to 31.3% in the case of speech signals. The implementation of the error-correction technique, Hadamard code, improves the FRR and FAR metrics reported in other works. The good performance of the FAR reported in this paper is directly related to the algorithm error-correction technique proposed but it is still high compared with the one reported in [5, 7]. The FRR has good performance if it is compared with [1, 7] but it is still high compared with [5]. The idea behind the three security factor approach, namely, user password, biometric sample, and token, reported in this paper is not limited to work with the bimodal biometric system as presented here. Its use can be easily extended to other types of 1-D data or even 2-D data. The idea can be easily extrapolated to a multimodal biometric system. Also, one of the most important advantages of the proposed approach is that it is not necessary to maintain a centralized database with biometric information. This fact impacts positively in the social acceptance of these type of systems. The proposed three security factor approach is a very secure system as the security analysis shown because an attacker must compromise the token, the biometrics, and the user password to break the security. By the time the attacker could have the three security factors, the password could be easily revoked. Also, in the case of the attacker could somehow derived the key, he could compromise the key of that specific user but not the keys of a group or a corporation that could happen in the case of maintaining a centralized database with the biometric information of all users. Regarding the future work, it is still necessary to decrease the FAR and FRR metrics when a combination of ECG and speech signals is used as biometrics. This could be done by adding an extra layer of error-correction with more advanced techniques. The wavelet analysis could also use more sophisticated wavelets to decrease even more the different type of errors that can be found in both ECG and speech signals. R EFERENCES
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